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The Columbian Building is a rectangular five-story structure whose architectural 
style can best be described as Eclectic. Influences can be identified from a variety 
of architectural styles, including Egyptian, Romanesque, and Richardsonian Romanesque.

Measuring 50 feet wide, 130 feet long and 65 feet high, the building faces south 
on Sixth street, which was Topeka's major east-west commercial street in 1888. It is 
located one-half block west of Kansas avenue, the main thoroughfare of the city's 
central business district, and is flanked by smaller business buildings.

The south front is of Colorado red sandstone, which has been painted a cream 
color, while the other sides are of red brick. Most of the stone have rock-faced 
surfaces, but smoother dressed stone with what appears to be a bush hammered or a 
pecked finish are used for the entry, arched window trim and for the cornice and 
upper portion of the building. Exterior wall thicknesses, according to a 1913 fire 
insurance map, are 24 inches for the second floor, 20 inches for the third, 16 inches 
for the fourth and 12 inches for the fifth. (What is now called the first floor was 
regarded then as the basement and no dimension given.) The flat roof is hidden from 
view.

Many things are happening on the south facade but at first glance the building's 
appearance is dominated by two: the oriel centered on the fourth and fifth floors and 
the jnain entry with its large flanking semicircular arched windows.

The entrance opening is centered on the facade and runs the height of the first 
and second floors. Large cut stones form the framing columns and the flat lintel. The 
entrance enframement is narrower at the top than the bottom. Over the opening is a 
simple pediment. Portions of the pediment which had decorative stonework were removed 
some time after the 1920's. Originally the lintel had the carved raised letters KNOX 
on its flat surface. These were removed, probably in the early 1890's, and an area 
was recessed with new raised letters spelling COLUMBIAN. About 12 feet above street 
level on each flanking column of the entry enframement are intricately carved decorations. 
On the west column the carving centers around a squirrel, on the east around a bird 
and snake. Originally the entry way had stone steps from the street level to provide 
access to the building on what is now the second floor. This had been changed to the 
present ground floor entry by the 1920's.

Window forms are different for each floor, but all are double-hung sash except for 
the first floor. The two first floor openings were the original entries to the ground 
floor. Some time prior to the 1920's they were altered to the present configuration.

Two large semicircular arched window openings flank the entry at the second floor 
level. The voussoirs are all of smooth cut stone. Decorative stone carvings are 
located at the end of the extrados.

Third floor window openings are large rectangles with trabeated lintels flush 
with the wall. The sills are of smooth cut stone and a protruding sill line runs the 
width of the building. In the center are two smaller rectangular openings with a small 
column between them. Carved stone designs are placed between the larger windows.

Fourth floor windows are also rectangular but larger than those of the third floor. 
Each opening is framed by circular stone molding. Windows on the fifth floor are smaller 
and separated by two engaged columns. The oriel is the dominant feature of the upper 
two floors. It corbels out above the two small central windows of the third floor. 
Two large decorative carved engaged columns flank the oriel. Rinceaux cross the oriel 
at a number of points and at the very top is a band of carved interwoven tracery at 
least five feet high.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Knox Building, or Columbian Building as it is now known, was erected in 1888 for 
William C. Knox at a time when Topeka was experiencing a great building boom. Investors 
vere very optimistic about the city's and the nation's economic future, and many business 
Dlocks were under construction in Topeka. Only a very few have survived, like the 
Columbian Building, without major modifications to the exterior.

Seymour Davis, a prominent Topeka architect in the 1880's and 1890's, designed the 
Duilding. He was later state architect of Kansas (1893-1895) and prepared plans for the 
tfings of the State Capitol which were under construction during his term of office. (In 
L888 he also designed Topeka 1 s Crawford Building, also nominated to the Register.) Davis 
Later returned to his native Philadelphia where he built a reputation as one of that 
city's leading architects before his death in 1923.

William C. Knox was the son of John D. Knox, a pioneer Methodist minister and the 
lead of one of the city's leading investment banks from 1874 to 1891. William had worked 
is a clerk in his father's bank, and in the mid-1880's he organized his own investment 
company. The company guaranteed eight per cent interest to investors and like so many 
3ther companies of the day its advertisements held promises of much greater rewards. 
\ccording to newspaper reports, the company invested in Kansas real estate, primarily in 
Popeka.

A building permit to erect a five-story office block was issued to William C. Knox 
and Co. on March 31, 1888. It was expected to cost $50,000 and to be ready for occupancy 
Dy December of that year. The excavation work began on Saturday, April 14, and the 
foundation was completed toward the end of May. Construction work progressed rapidly. 
^ July 1 newspaper account of the city's building boom reported the cost estimate to be 
?60,000. By the end of September the estimate had risen to $75,000. The plumbing 
contract amounted to $10,500, reportedly the largest job of that type ever awarded in 
:he state at that time. Early in 1889 the Knox Building was ready for tenants. The 
Jnited States Savings Bank of William Knox was to occupy half of the first floor (the 
present second floor). The remainder of the building housed offices of law firms, 
Insurance companies, investment companies, land agents, and other tenants. The structure 
?as known as the Knox Building for only a few years. The city directory of 1891 was the 
Last to so identify it. Evidently Knox's firm, like that of his father and so many 
others, failed when the boom collapsed in the early 1890's.

The 1893 city directory listed the structure as the Columbian Building. The 
Columbian Title and Trust Co. and the Columbian Securities Corp were long-time occupants; 
md the latter continues to maintain offices there. The Weather Bureau offices were 
:here from 1902 to 1907. Over the years many of the city's most prestigious law firms, 
real estate agencies and insurers had their offices in the Columbian Building.
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7. cont.

Perhaps the outstanding feature of the building is the intricate detail of the 
carved stonework. Although it was not unusual for Topeka buildings of the late 19th 
century to be heavily ornamented, most examples of the stone carver's skill have 
survived in photographs only.

8. cont.

A fire of unknown origin caused extensive damage to the hallways of the upper 
two floors in 1937 and water and smoke damage was incurred throughout the building. 
The estimate of the damages was $45,000. Repairs were soon made and most of the 
tenants were able to return to their offices within a few months, some on the lower 
'levels in a matter of days or weeks.

The exterior of the Columbian Building displays extensive decorative stone 
carving and has not been greatly altered. It was the work of Seymour Davis, a noted 
architect of the day, and it exhibits the craftsmanship of the unknown artisans who 
built it. The Columbian Building has had an important place in the city's economic 
and.commercial development because of the tenants it has housed. It stands as a 
reminder of the expansive boom period of Topeka's history and is one of the few 
major buildings of that era to survive basically unaltered. It has been a Topeka 
landmark for many years.
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